ER Nonfiction

Something’s Fishy: A Toon Book
by Kevin McCloskey
ER 597 MCC
Learn about goldfish and how they live. (M)

Whose Poop is That?
by Darrin P. Lunde
ER 590 LUN
Provides seven examples of animal poop and asks young readers to identify the animal it came from using visual clues. (AD460L)

Guinea Pigs
by Cari Meister
ER 636.93592 MEI
Learn to take care of a pet! You can find a variety of books from the Bullfrog Books: My First Pet series nearby on the shelf. (260L, I)

Juvenile Biography

Frida Kahlo and Her Animalitos
by Monica Brown
JB KAHLO
This picture introduces the iconic artist through the animals in her life. Also in Spanish (No reading level information available)

Titles may be available in other formats such as audiobooks or downloadable eBooks. Please check our website for more information.

What is the information in parentheses at the end of each description?

A number followed by L is a Lexile number (example: 500L).
If you see the letters AD with a Lexile measure, that stands for “Adult Directed” and the book would be a good choice for an adult to read to or with a child (example: AD460L).
Books with a negative number are for emergent readers and an adult often reads them to a child or with a child (example: -50L).

If you see a letter by itself in parentheses, or a letter after the Lexile number, this is a Guided Reading Level.
**E Picture Books**

**Animal Ark: Celebrating Our Wild World in Poetry and Pictures**
by Kwame Alexander

Enjoy short poems and photographic portraits of wild animals. (No reading level information available)

**You Are (Not) Small**
by Anna Kang

Not being able to agree who is small and who is big, two fuzzy animals have their argument settled by a couple of mystery guests. (60L, E)

**I See a Cat**
by Paul Meisel

Excitedly watching a cat, bird and other critters outside the window, a housebound dog eagerly races to join the outdoor wildlife with his boy when he returns home. (-50L)

**Blizzard**
by John Rocco

A story based on the author’s experiences during the infamous Rhode Island blizzard of 1978 recounts how a boy became a hero when he managed to walk to the local store and bring supplies back to his neighborhood which had been snowed in for days. (AD570)

**ER Beginning Readers**

**There’s a Fly Guy in My Soup**
by Tedd Arnold

When Fly Guy is not allowed in the restaurant with Buzz’s family, he follows his nose and ends up in the soup. Part of a series. Also in Spanish (460L, I)

**Come to School, Dear Dragon**
by Margaret Hillert

A boy’s pet dragon visits him at school and joins the class in painting, reading, and playtime. Part of a series. Also in Spanish (190L, E)

**Chicken in Mittens**
by Adam Lehrhaupt

With a warm pair of mittens, Zoey the chicken and Sam the pig imagine a trip to the North Pole on a snowy day. (No reading level information available)

**A Happy Day**
by Fran Manushkin

Katie Woo loves her life and lists the many reasons she is so happy. First in a series. Also in Spanish (690L, J)

You can find more books about Katie Woo and her classmate Pedro in Spanish and English. Look under ER MANUSHKIN, SPANISH ER MANUSHKIN and SPANISH ER MANUSHKIN.

**ER Beginning Reader**

**See Pip Point**
by David Milgrim

Otto the robot is astonished when a breeze sweeps mouse Pip up, up and away, until a rescue by Zee the bee. Part of a series (150L, C)

**EGRAPHIC**

**A Pig, a Fox, and a Box**
by Jonathan Fenske

Combines simple language and comic art in three whimsical tales about best friends Pig and Fox, whose shenanigans with a cardboard box have rather crushing results. (210L, H)

**Juvenile Fiction**

**Game Over, Super Rabbit Boy!**
by Thomas Flintham

Video game character Super Rabbit Boy must save the day! First in a series. Also in Spanish (530L, O)

**Princess Cora and the Crocodile**
by Laura Amy Schlitz

Unhappy queen-in-training Cora receives a pet crocodile from her fairy godmother, who disrupts her mundane daily routine. (590L, O)